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Our Price $24,995
Retail Value $26,995

Specifications:

Year:  2018  

VIN:  WDC0G4JBXJV116629  

Make:  Mercedes-Benz  

Stock:  A000048  

Model/Trim:  GLC 300  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  SUV  

Exterior:  Gray  

Engine:  2.0L Turbo I4 241hp 273ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Black Leather  

Transmission:  9-Speed Shiftable Automatic  

Mileage:  62,675  

Drivetrain:  Rear Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 22 / Highway 28

Step into the world of luxury and refinement with the exquisite 2018
Mercedes-Benz GLC GLC 300, a paragon of automotive engineering
that blends performance, elegance, and cutting-edge technology into
one irresistible package. With a modest 62,675 miles on the odometer,
this captivating gray beauty is poised to deliver a driving experience
that is both thrilling and sophisticated.

As you approach the vehicle, you'll be greeted by the sleek and stylish
exterior, adorned with body-color front bumper and mirror accents that
complement the black grille with chrome accents, exuding a sense of
premium craftsmanship. The LED daytime running lights not only
enhance visibility but also add a touch of modern flair, while the dual-tip
exhaust hints at the power that lies beneath the hood.

Speaking of power, the heart of this GLC 300 is a robust 2.0L Turbo I4
engine, generating a commanding 241 horsepower and 273 ft. lbs. of
torque, ensuring that every press of the accelerator is met with an
exhilarating surge of speed. The 9-Speed Shiftable Automatic
transmission provides buttery smooth shifts, allowing you to glide
through traffic with grace and precision.

Step inside and be enveloped by the luxurious black leatherette interior,
where comfort and technology converge to create an oasis of tranquility.
The meticulously crafted seats provide the perfect balance of support
and relaxation, making even the longest journeys feel like a leisurely
cruise. The infotainment system, with its 7-inch screen, is your
command center for entertainment and connectivity, featuring Bluetooth
wireless data link for hands-free phone calls and smart device app
functions for horn and light operation, ensuring you're always in control.
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The GLC 300 doesn't just pamper you with comfort; it also keeps you
entertained with a 6-speaker audio system that delivers crystal-clear
sound, complemented by speed-sensitive volume control and a radio
data system. Whether you're listening to your favorite tunes or catching
up on the latest podcasts, the audio experience is nothing short of
exceptional.

Safety is paramount, and this Mercedes-Benz doesn't disappoint, with
exterior entry lights that illuminate your path with puddle lamps,
ensuring secure entry and exit during nighttime. Satellite
communications via mbrace keep you connected and supported on
every journey, providing peace of mind as you embrace the road ahead.

The accolades speak for themselves; the GLC 300 has been honored
with Edmunds's Buyers Most Wanted: Luxury Compact SUV and Kelley
Blue Book's Brand Image Awards for Most Refined Luxury Brand.
These awards are a testament to the vehicle's unparalleled blend of
luxury, performance, and reliability.

This 2018 Mercedes-Benz GLC GLC 300 isn't just a car; it's a statement
—a testament to your discerning taste and desire for the finer things in
life. Don't miss the opportunity to make this exceptional vehicle your
own and experience the epitome of luxury driving. Visit us today and
take the first step towards owning not just a car, but a lifestyle.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 05/07/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :

Snapshot

2018 MERCEDES-BENZ GLC 300

Damage reported: minor damage

MINOR MODERATE SEVERE

14 Service history
records

4 Previous owners

Types of owners: Personal lease,
Lease, Personal

62,675 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information
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Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration: active charcoal  - Front air conditioning: automatic climate control  

- Front air conditioning zones: dual  - Rear vents: second row - Center console trim: wood 

- Dash trim: wood - Door trim: wood - Floor mat material: carpet - Floor mats: front 

- Interior accents: wood-tone  - Steering wheel trim: leather - Cargo area light - Cruise control

- Memorized settings: 3 driver - Multi-function remote: keyless entry 

- Power outlet(s): 12V cargo area  - Power steering: variable/speed-proportional 

- Push-button start - Rearview mirror: auto-dimming 

- Steering wheel: power tilt and telescopic  

- Universal remote transmitter: Homelink - garage door opener  - Clock - Digital odometer 

- External temperature display - Multi-function display - Trip odometer 

- Driver seat power adjustments: 14  - Front seat type: bucket  - Rear seat folding: split  

- Rear seat type: 40-20-40 split bench  - Upholstery: leatherette

Exterior

- Exhaust: dual tip - Front bumper color: body-color - Grille color: black with chrome accents

- Mirror color: body-color - Daytime running lights: LED - Exterior entry lights: puddle lamps  

- Taillights: LED - Side mirror adjustments: power - Side mirrors: driver side auto-dimming 

- Roof rails: chrome - Run flat tires - Tire Pressure Monitoring System 

- Wheels: aluminum alloy - Front wipers: rain sensing  - Power windows - Rear privacy glass 

- Rear wiper: intermittent - Window defogger: rear
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